ABSTRACT. We establish the relationship between the scalar curvature of a warped product M x ¡ N of Riemann manifolds and those ones of M and N. Then we search for weights / to obtain constant scalar curvature on M Xj N when M is compact.
1. Introduction. Let M = (Mm,g ) and N = (Nn,h) be two Riemann manifolds.
For / G C°° (M) , f > 0 on M, we consider the warped product M Xj N = ((M x N)m+n,g + f2h) and show the relationship between the scalar curvatures R on M, H on N and R on M Xf N. This relationship is a nonlinear partial differential equation satisfied by a power of the weight f. In the case M is compact and connected, we obtain a geometric interpretation of the principal eigenfunction and eigenvalue of the canonical elliptic operator -A + R/2, where A denotes the laplacian on M. Finally we consider the question of finding a weight / such that M Xf N has constant scalar curvature. This question is equivalent to find a positive solution to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem.
The notion of warped product MxjN generalizes that of a surface of revolution. It was introduced in [B-O] for studying manifolds of negative curvature (cf. [Z] for other applications).
The Riemann metric g = g + f2h on M Xf N is defined for pairs of vector fields X, Y on M x N by g(X, Y) = g(ntX, ir,Y) + f2(rc(-))h(u*X, w.Y)
where -it and ui are the canonical projections over M and N respectively. We denote by Ag or A the laplacian (or Laplace-Beltrami) operator on (Mm, g) with local expression Agu = V'VjU = \g\~1/2di(gi3\g\1/2dju), for u E C2(M) (cf. [Aul, B-G-M] ). Thus Au = u" for a real valued function u on M = R.
If we consider now the case of a warped product we have THEOREM 2.1. Let R, H and R denote the scalar curvature on M, N and Mxj N respectively. Then the following equality holds:
where u = /(n+1)/2.
PROOF. We write g = g+f2h -f2(f~2g + h), so g is conformai to g = f~2g + h on M x N and f~2g is conformai to g on M.
Supposing m > 3, we apply (Ya) in M to obtain that / satisfies (2.2) -4{m-2) AaV + Rr, = riim+2)/{m-2)R with r/4/(m_2) = f~2 and where R denotes the scalar curvature on (Mm,f~2g). As m + n > 3, we use (Ya) in M x N. Hence / also satisfies with |/-29| = det(f-2gtJ) = f-2m\g\ and (f~2g)^ = f2g^. Hence
On the other hand Ag(r/V) = ^A^ + ^Agr/ + 2gl3dind3ip and from (2.4) we get
We have that R -R + H, because we consider the usual product of (Mm, f~2g) by (Nn,h) . Using this in (2.3), multiplying by ??(*»+2)/(m-2)) we 0Dtain from (2. Choosing first a = n/(n + 1), then a = -(m -2)/(n + 1) in (2.7) (for v = u) we obtain from (2.6) the desired result (2.1). REMARK. Formula (2.1) holds even for m = 1,2. For m = 1, it is easily deduced from a similar formula in [E-l] . For m = 2, the proof is similar but Yamabe equation is for the conformai change g' = eug:
(Ya)2 -Agu + R = R'eu (cf. [M, Aul, p. 119] ). (2.1) could also be deduced from a formula in [B-O, p. 26] but this formula is a consequence of an unwritten 15-term calculation and besides our method of proof is different.
3. Constant scalar curvature. Let the scalar curvatures R of M and H of N be fixed, we look for a weight / G C°° (M) , / > 0, on M such that the warped product M Xf N has constant scalar curvature R and then which constants are attained. Taking account of R G C°°(M), u = /("+1)/2 g C°° (M) and H E C°°(N), it follows easily from Theorem 2.1 that for R to be a constant A, it is necessary that N have constant scalar curvature, still denoted H.
The simplest case is H = 0. It is well known that this linear eigenvalue problem on M compact and connected has only one nonnegative solution ui with max^ ui = 1; cf. [Aul, p. 137] (in fact til > 0 on M) ui is the so-called principal eigenfunction of the elliptic operator L. The corresponding eigenvalue Ai is simple and is called the principal eigenvalue.
Hence / = ux > 0 on M is the weight we are searching. Any other solution is of the form rf, r E Rq , because Ai is simple. The formula for Ai is classical.
The case of warping M with a circle, i.e. MXfS1 gives a geometric interpretation of the principal eigenfunction ui of -A + R/2 and its corresponding eigenvalue Ai, which in the special case of M 2-dimensional can be expressed in terms of the classical Gaussian curvature on M.
COROLLARY. Given a compact, connected M = (M2,g) with Gaussian curvature K and Laplace-Beltrami operator A, then the principal eigenfunction ui of the canonical elliptic operator -A + K holds the property that the warped product M xUl S1 has a scalar curvature constantly equal to the principal eigenvalue Ai of -A + K.
PROOF. Take n = 1 in (2.1). Recall that H = 0 in S1 and R/2 = K in a 2-dimensional manifold.
The case H E R, H < 0 is similar to H = 0 because the half-line {(Ai,rui), r > 0} is deformed into a curve {(A,/(A)); A < Ai}: Let usfixA<Ai. AsO<a<l,we have that (L -XI)tui < |r7|ia<
for t E R+ small enough, so tux is a subsolution of (3.2). Also (M) , so it has a fixed point u G C(M), with 0 < tui < u < tui, i.e. u = (L -A/)-1(|/i"||u|a), hence by a classical bootstrap argument u E C°°(M); in particular u is a classical positive solution of (3.2) (cf. [Am] in the Neumann case for details). Finally the nonlinearity \H\ta in (3.2) is such that ta/t is strictly decreasing in t > 0; hence u is unique [L, Bere] . As / = u2/(n+1) we obtain the uniqueness.
The situation seems more complicated when H > 0. PROOF. If R is constant and A > Ai, u(A) = H/(X -Ai) is a solution of (3.7), hence / = ull2 is a constant weight which gives A as scalar curvature on M x¡ N. Conversely, suppose that for each A > Ai there corresponds a weight / i.e. a solution u of (3.7). This means for A = Afc (k > 1) an eigenvalue of the selfadjoint operator -3A9 + R, that the second member in equality (3.7) is orthogonal to the corresponding eigenspace. Hence H is orthogonal to all eigenfunctions except the principal one ui, so H = tui with t > 0 by the completeness of an orthonormal system of eigenfunctions, i.e. ui is constant and (3.7) with u = «i gives R constant.
Ejiri proves in [E-2] that there exist countable immersions of S1 x Sn into Sn+2 such that S1 x Sn is a warped product of constant scalar curvature n(n + 1) with respect to the induced metric.
On one hand, if we consider equation (2.1) in S1 x Sn, we have R = 0 on S1 and H = n(n -I) on Sn with the usual metric. So [E-2] gives a countable number of positive solutions of
In particular for n = 3, this equation becomes (3.9) -3it" -12m = -H with H = 6.
On the other hand, equation (3.7) reduces on S1 x S3 to (3.10) -3u" -Xu= -H.
This last equation has a unique solution u = u(X) for A > Ai, A not an eigenvalue. But A = 12 is an eigenvalue of (-3) times the laplacian on S1, the eigenvalues being {Afc -3(fc -l)2, k = 1,2,... }, so the countable solutions of (3.9) given in [E-2] appear for A = A3. But then we have uncountable positive solutions of (3.10)
for A = Afc, k > 1, they are REMARK. The u = f2 from this theorem are secondary bifurcations of the branch {H/X} of solutions considered up to now, at points A = Afc. In the case M = S1 and N = Sn with n > 3, the curvature on S1 x¡ Sn given in [E-2] is n(rt-l-l) with u = /(n+1)/2 a solution of (3.8). This constant n(n+l) is far from the scalar curvatures obtained from Theorem 3.3 which are near zero, i.e. our solutions of (2.1) and those in [E-2] on S1 x 5n seem to be of different type.
Theorem 3.2 still holds for TV of dimension 2 with a different proof inspired from
[C-R-T].
